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[9/149]: Gstoehl D.; Stopper J.; Bertsch S.; Schwarz D.; Fluidised glass façade elements for an active energy transmission control; Energy Forum on Solar Building Skins; 2011

[10/149]: Gtoehl, D.; Stopper, J.; Bertsch S.; Schwarz D.; Fluidised glass façade elements for an active energy transmission control; World Engineers’ Convention; 2011
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[16/149]: Dorfner, Johannes; Open Source Modelling and Optimisation of Energy Infrastructure at Urban Scale; Technische Universität München; 2016

[17/149]: Brandenberg, René; Huber, Matthias; Silbernagl, Matthias; The summed start-up costs in a unit commitment problem; EURO Journal on Computational Optimization; 2016
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[28/149]: Beckenbauer, Daniel; Becker, Michael; Zörner, Wilfried; Cheng, Vicky; Decentralised integration of solar thermal plants into an existing district heating system; 4th International Solar District Heating Conference (SDHC); 2016
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[38/149]: Huber, Matthias; Ziems, Christian; Hamacher, Thomas; Weber, Harald: Combining LP and MIP approaches to model the impacts of renewable energy generation on individual thermal power plant operation; IEEE General Meeting 2013; 2013
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[39/149]: Huber, Matthias; Dimkova, Desislava; Hamacher, Thomas; Integration of wind and solar power in Europe: Assessment of flexibility requirements; Energy; 2014

[40/149]: Zhang, Zhenbin; Xu, Hue; Xue, M.; Chen, Z.; Sun, T.; Kennel, Ralph; Hackl, Christoph; Predictive Control with Novel Virtual Flux Estimation for Back-to-Back Power Converters; IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics; 2015; 62; 5; 2823--2834
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[83/149]: Huber, Matthias; Silbernagl, Matthias; Modeling Start-Up Times in Unit Commitment by Limiting Temperature Increase and Heating; 12th International Conference on the European Energy Market; 2015
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[84/149]: A. Tremel; Load Change and Power Storage Requirements for Renewable Energies; Sustainable Energy Supply of the Future; 2011

[85/149]: M. A. Ruderer; Morphology of bulk heterojunction systems for polymer-based photovoltaics; Sustainable Energy Supply of the Future; 2011

[86/149]: A. W. Holleitner; Photovoltaics of nanoscale circuits comprising photosynthetic proteins; Sustainable Energy Supply of the Future; 2011

[87/149]: C. Hammer; Modeling long-term impacts of regulatory instruments on the German energy sector; Sustainable Energy Supply of the Future; 2011
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[94/149]: Bytschkow, Denis; Smart Grid Demonstrator of a Future office Prosumer; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[95/149]: Geyer, Philipp; System Modeling for Energy-efficient and CO2-absorbing Building Design and City Planning; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[96/149]: Grahovac, Milica; Early Building Design Heating and cooling Plant Approach the Architect; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[97/149]: da Rocha-Schmidt, Liuz; Smart Wind Turbine Rotor Blades; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
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[99/149]: Oberhofer, Harald; Harvesting solar energy using computer simulations; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[100/149]: Rawolle, Monika; Advances in nanostructuring of titania thin films for dye-sensitized and hybrid photovoltaics; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[101/149]: Werhahn, Michael; Direct Carbon Fuel Cell; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[102/149]: Senyshyn, Anatoliy; In-operando neutron Studies on Li-Ion Batteries; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
[103/149]: Botteghi, Federico; Solid Fuel Gasification an Old Technology with Modern Challenges; Energy Challenges – Germany 2050; 2012
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[107/149]: Univ.-Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Hamacher, Thomas; Research Towards Innovative Energy Systems and Materials; 2013
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[109/149]: Martins, O.; Natural Gas: An abundant, cleaner-burning energy solution; MSE Colloquium; 2013
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[111/149]: Körper, J.; Climate Science - What do we know about past, current and future climate change?; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[112/149]: Himpsl, A.; Dandl, T.; Heindl, T.; Ulrich, A.; Table-Top Electron-Beam Induced Plasma Chemistry; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[113/149]: Hamacher, T.; Research Towards Innovative Energy Systems and Materials; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[114/149]: Doblander, C.; Goebel, C.; Jacobsen, H.-A.; Smart Grid Simulation; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[115/149]: Goebel, C.; Jacobsen, H.-A.; A need- and willingness-based approach for online electric vehicle charging control; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[116/149]: Buttler, A.; Flexible power and synthesis plant concepts with integrated chemical power storage; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[117/149]: Böhme, P.; Hamacher, T; Heat Consumption Analysis on a City Scale; MSE Colloquium; 2013
[130/149]: Wehrl, Michael; Rohn, Joachim; de Wall, Helga; Stollhofen, Harald; Kröner, Florian, Erkundung des geologischen Untergrundes in Nordost-Bayern als Grundlage zur Bewertung des geothermischen Potenzials – Tiefreichende Störungszenonen als mögliche Wegsamkeiten für konvektiven Wärmetransport, 2016

[131/149]: de Wall, Helga; Stollhofen, Harald, Erkundung des geologischen Untergrundes in Nordost-Bayern als Grundlage zur Bewertung des geothermischen Potenzials – Projektüberblick, 2016
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